Roadmap to Assessing a Post-Deportation Case

Each column represents a separate issue or potential avenue for relief that should be explored – the numbers do not represent the order in which they should be considered, and they are not mutually exclusive!

1. Is your client a US
citizen?
⇓
Was client born in the
United States?
⇓
Did client acquire
citizenship at birth?
(see also FAM)
⇓
Did client derive
citizenship? (see also
FAM)
⇓
Did client ever
naturalize (highly
unlikely for a
deportee)?

2. Is the removal case
still pending? (**in
some circumstances,
the filing of an MTR
is appropriate even
while the case
remains pending-see
column 4)
⇓
Stay of Removal:
• Has a stay of
removal been
filed?
• Has a stay been
granted?
• Is an automatic
stay in place?
• Was client
removed in
violation of a stay?
⇓
Petition for Review:
• Is client still within
30 day timeframe
for filing a PFR?
• Is PFR currently
pending?
⇓
Is something else still
pending?
• Habeas?
• BIA appeal?
• Motions to
reconsider or
reopen with IJ or
BIA? With DHS?
⇓
Assess current status
of pending motions/
appeals

3. Is a motion to
reopen or reconsider
appropriate?
⇓
Is the departure bar
regulation an obstacle?
• Will motion be
considered
statutory (timely or
equitably tolled) or
sua sponte?
⇓
What circuit law
applies?
⇓
Are there grounds for
reopening or
reconsidering?
• In absentia order
• Ineffective
assistance counsel
• Vacated conviction
• Change in law
• Change in country
conditions
• New evidence
• Error of law or fact
• Other
⇓
Would motion be
number or time
barred?
• Do any statutory or
regulatory
exceptions apply?
• Can motion be
filed jointly with
DHS?
• Does equitable
tolling apply?
• Can motion be
filed sua sponte?
⇓
SUCCESS? See the
next column!

4. What happens after
the individual
prevails on a PFR
or MTR?
⇓
According to DHS’s
Return Policy, will
government facilitate
your client’s return?
⇓
Is client an LPR?
⇓
Is client’s presence
necessary for future
proceedings?
⇓
Negotiating client’s
return and custody
conditions

5. Is post-conviction
relief available and
helpful?
⇓
Would vacatur allow
for motion to reopen
(based on new
eligibility for relief or
non-removability) or
allow for consular
processing?
⇓
Is vacatur possible
under state law?
⇓
Are there grounds for
vacating conviction?
• Substantive/
procedural defect
(not immigration
or rehabilitation
related)
• Failure to issue
court warnings
• Ineffective
assistance of
counsel (Padilla)
• Other
⇓
Is sentence
modification available
and helpful?
⇓
Is gubernatorial or
presidential pardon a
possibility and
helpful?
⇓
SUCCESS?
Consider filing a
motion to reopen or
applying for an
immigrant or
nonimmigrant visa
(see columns 3, 6 & 7)

This chart does not constitute legal advice. This is only a tool to assist qualified attorneys in issue-spotting and assessing a post-deportation case.
Additional issues and/or avenues for relief may exist in an individual case. Please also note that many hyperlinks link to outside resources not created by PDHRP.

6. Is an immigrant
visa available?
⇓
Is there a petitioning
relative or employer?
⇓
What grounds of
inadmissibility apply?
⇓
Are waivers or
exceptions available to
all grounds of
inadmissibility?
• Are there
qualifying
relatives?
• Can client prove
extreme hardship
where necessary?
⇓
If no waivers
available, are there
other options?
• When will time
bars expire?
• Is post-conviction
relief available?
(see column 5)
• Are there
arguments that
client is not
inadmissible (e.g.
conviction is not a
CIMT; timely
retraction cures
false claim to US
citizenship;
vacated drug sale
conviction not
sufficient for
reason to believe
drug trafficker)

7. Is a nonimmigrant
visa available?
⇓
Can client overcome
presumption of
immigrant intent?
• How strong are ties
to country of
current residence?
• How long has
individual been
outside US?
• How extensive are
ties to the US?
⇓
Is client eligible for
dual intent visa?
⇓
Does client qualify for
212(d)(3) waiver?
⇓
What visa category is
most appropriate?

Remember – U visas
are nonimmigrant
visas and can be
obtained postdeportation. Does
client qualify?
• Victim of
qualifying crime?
• Can obtain
certification?
• Qualify for waiver
of inadmissibility
(including prior
removal)?

One option available to challenge a visa denial or
erroneous inadmissibility finding is seeking an
advisory opinion from LegalNet (legalnet@state.gov).

Other considerations
For clients outside
the US:
•

•

•

•

•

Is client connected
to available
resources
(reintegration
organizations,
OIM, etc.) in
country of
deportation?
Is client dealing
with ongoing child
custody
proceedings?
Is client potentially
eligible for any
benefits earned
while working in
the U.S.?
Are there open
criminal matters
which affect
client’s eligibility
for return?
Is client eligible for
Humanitarian
Parole?

For clients in the US:
•

•

Is client at risk of
criminal
prosecution for
illegal reentry?
Is client at risk of
reinstatement of
removal? Does
client have
reasonable fear of
persecution or
torture?
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